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The story of stuff worksheet ubc answer key



You are reading the free preview page 4 not shown in this preview. You are reading the free preview page 4 not shown in this preview. You are reading the free preview page 4 not shown in this preview. Watch the video below and complete the story of stuff (2007)-Story Things-Workshop 1. What is the
process of the economy of materials? Extract, produce, divide, lose, 2. What is wrong with this system? It's a linear system and since we live on a limited planet, we're losing resources that we've retained. 3. How many corporations are the largest economies on the planet? 51 out of 100 4. What are some
examples of extraction? How many natural resources have we used in the last decade? A. Cutting trees, blowing up mountains, pollution rivers b. 1/3 Natural Resources 5. How many planets would we need if everyone is used like North America? 4 6. How many trees does the world lose every minute?
2000 Trees, or Seven Football Fields 7. What happens in our communist society, for those who do not own or buy goods? They do not have value and are either exploited by work exploitation or exploitation of housing. 8. ر�اب نسکاٹ 9  نسکاٹ =  ںیم  ںیرک : لمکم  تاواسم  لیذ  �جردنم  . What is a neurotosine? A
chemical that is harmful to our brain. 10. What items is most of the consumer-related toxins? Breast milk 11. Which of these toxins appears to enter into the process of content? Factory workers, mostly women (80 lbs. the products we buy are made by women, average age 12-14) 12. The idea of exploiting
natural resources in the third world is to exploit the worker in the third world. Natural resources take the resources that will be used to help the local economy and keep it in large corporations whose clients live in the mostly developed world. As a result, left without the local economy, they have nothing and
are forced to work in these toxic factories. 13. How many people leave their land because of the exploitation of natural resources on the corporations' share? 2000 14. How much pollution is produced in the United States this year? How many of you are there? 4,000,000,000 15. In the example of radio,
what are the low cost of radio- tinnlesscosts? Damage to animals, damage to the browser, human migration stories, the health and safety of the worker in the factory and the distribution shop. 16. In a communist society, what does identity society, and the majority of people in this society, value above all
others? Why is this so? Users' identity because it has been linked to our social status and dignity... What you wear and what you have where you are in the social and economic structure. 17. What percentage of total content that is still being purchased in flow through this system is in use for six months?
1 18. How much more do we have a person than 50 years ago? Max 19. Read the words written by Victor Lebow. What does his words mean in today's society? That we have become part of the system of campaigning, without any hesitation. It happens mentally and physically, as we cannot pay
attention nor can we sustain the product for a very long time without the desire of others. We are a spreading culture. 20. What is the planning campaign? The pump is designed for 21. What is considered a campaign? It's like style adventure. You feel that you once was valuable but not now. It convinces
us to throw the material which is still fully usable 22. What is the point of an ad that is trying to sell something? We need something to make us feel better about ourselves and to make it feel better. When did citizens rejoice in the United States? Early 1950s 24. What is the theory of how the national
happiness of our United States is down? We have more things, but we have fun time with what we want (friends, family, entertainment time), we're either shopping or watching TV, so we're going to work to make money, then go home and watch TV, watch ads that tell us something's valuable, so we're
going to have to make a little money. Then we go back to work to earn money, to continue the cycle. Work Watch Trademal 25 spend. How much more garbage are we doing than 30 years ago? Two times more than that. 26. What are the three ways to get our trash ride? What are the consequences for
these types of options system? Land, incane, export to other countries. What are the Dins? How is the number of dioxins? a. They are known for the worst toxic chemicals humans. b. Incanators keep it simple. Our templates and assets are designed to support your communication work at UBC and help
make life a little easier. On this page you will find our templates are used in inventory and assets and are managed in key areas of familiarity. The letters require a business card, letters or a word template. Order UBC Stationery and Templates. Start with UBC and you need to configure your signature.
Check our e-mail signature generator. Employed as a new vendor for UBC? Start with our story, it will help you in our brand. Responsible for getting an ad in the world? Please read on our instructions and download our templates before publishing. On each issue page and article page, you can now
download the answer keys - hidden from your students.  Problem Archive
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